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A collection of sources and imagery to
explore the work of Davy and Kristin
McGuire.
Please note that this page contains links to
external websites and has videos from external
websites embedded. At the time of creating,
AccessArt checked all links to ensure content is
appropriate for teachers to access. However
external websites and videos are updated and that
is beyond our control.
Please let us know if you find a 404 link, or if
you feel content is no longer appropriate.
We strongly recommend as part of good teaching
practice that teachers watch all videos and visit
all websites before sharing with a class. On
occasion there may be elements of a video you
would prefer not to show to your class and it is
the teacher’s responsibility to ensure content is
appropriate. Many thanks.

The Paper Architect
The Paper Architect is a play combining papercraft, animation, projection mapping and
performance. It tells the story of an old modelmaker who uses his paper creations as vessels for
his imagination.
The show features tiny, accurately mapped
animations playing across intricate paper sets.
See more of their work on their here.

Questions to Ask Children
How do the Paper Architect make you feel?
How would you describe the atmosphere of The Paper
Architect?
Do you like it? Why?
If you could cut a paper structure and make it
come to life what you it be? Why?

Lucy
Lucy, an exquisitely crafted, digitally animated
papercraft diorama which you can hang on your wall
and play like a video game.

The Icebook
The Icebook – the world’s first projection mapped
pop-up book. An exquisite experience of fragile
paper cutouts and video projections that sweep you
right into the heart of a fantasy world. It is an
intimate and immersive experience of animation,
book art and performance.

